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Guidelines for Submissions
  
Original manuscripts of up to 10,000 words may be submitted for consideration 
for publication in The Journal of Kanbun Studies in Japan. Authors should submit 
one hard copy of their manuscript and an electronic version in Microsoft Word; the 
electronic version may be submitted on disk or by e-mail. (coejimu@nishogakusha-u.
ac.jp) JKSJ will duplicate copies for referees. Please also submit an abstract (approx. 
200 words). Authors are requested to include a brief biographical statement with their 
submission.
Manuscripts must be printed double-spaced with notes (also double-spaced) at the 
end. Graphics and tables should be appended to the document rather than inserted in 
the text if at all possible. Key terms, important names, and bibliographic references 
should include original language (i.e. Chinese characters) placed in a separate 
glossary, not in the body of the essay. 
The copyright to articles published in The Journal of Kanbun Studies in Japan belong 
to the journal. 
